POWERON itopia
Modernize with flexible, containerized environments that let you code from anywhere
Hybrid work environments mean developers require a secure way to code regardless
of location. SADA’s POWERON itopia empowers businesses running on Google Cloud
with developer tools specifically designed for remote workforces. Now you can deliver
applications and Integrated Development Environments (IDEs) through an Internet browser,
and code from anywhere in powerful containerized spaces. Backed by SADA’s expert
Google Cloud teams and itopia’s pioneering hybrid work solutions, POWERON itopia
positions developers to raise the bar, wherever they are.
How does POWERON itopia work?
POWERON itopia is a fully-managed service that enables
distributed software development teams to code securely
in Google Cloud. It offers:
∕ Secure, serverless platform for developers to code in
containerized spaces
∕ Ready-to-deploy development stacks and unique
image management capabilities

Immediate benefits
Enhanced developer experience
‐ Deliver everything in one centralized space
‐ Simplifies working with containers
‐ Built- in security and availability
‐ Available from anywhere, on any device
‐ Seamless coding experience
Improve developer productivity
‐ Runs in a browser
‐ Faster and more stable than a local
machine
‐ Instantly access multiple environments,
versions, and tools
‐ Supports any IDE, app, or developer tool
on Linux
‐ Easy to update, maintain, and access IDE
versions
‐ Highly-available cloud environment and
codebase
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Partner with the best
At SADA, we climb every mountain, clear every hurdle, and turn the improbable into
possible – over and over again. Simply put, we propel your organization forward.
It’s not enough to migrate to the cloud, it’s what you do once you’re there. Accelerating
application development. Advancing productivity and collaboration. Using your data
as a competitive edge. When it comes to Google Cloud, we’re not an add-on, we’re a
must-have, driving the business performance of our clients with its power.
Beyond our expertise and experience, what sets us apart is our people. It’s the spirit
that carried us from scrappy origins as one of the Google Cloud launch partners to an
award-winning global partner year after year. With a client list that spans healthcare,
media and entertainment, retail, manufacturing, public sector and digital natives – we
simply get the job done, every step of the way.

“itopia and SADA share a mission to revolutionize how people work, leveraging the power
of Google Cloud. itopia’s cloud orchestration and automation solutions deliver cloud
workspaces that enable people to work, learn, and code securely and productively from
anywhere. Together with SADA’s portfolio of innovative solutions for cloud workloads, we
give our customers access to transformative technologies without the need to be experts
in managing them. It’s a great partnership centered around delivering tangible value to our
customers.”
Jonathan Lieberman
CEO | itopia
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